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A Digression
MODULE 1: A DIGRESSION – LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
UNIT 1: BACKGROUND

Objectives

 Define terms.
 Know and explain the Drake and Rare Earth Equations.

 Course objective 1. 

 Discuss the equation parameters and suggested values for those 
parameters.
 Course objective 1. 

 Discuss what the Drake and Rare Earth hypotheses suggest about 
life in the universe. 
 Course objective 1. 
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Scale

 Scale – spatial or temporal dimension of an object or process
 Example (I am going to measure ____.  Do I bring ocular micrometer, 

calipers, ruler, yardstick, chain, wheel …

 Differs from the level of organization in the ecological hierarchy

Scale

 Scale is characterized by: 
 Grain – finest spatial resolution within a given data set. 

 Extent – The overall size of the study area. 

 Sometimes considering a phenomena at a different scale can 
radically alter our perception of that phenomena. 
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Sample Size

 We know of exactly one place in the universe where life does exists.
 n=1, df=0

 Ultimately this is our problem.

 On Earth, everywhere water exists in liquid form we find life. 
 This observation has guided our exploration for life. 
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Refining Our Definition of Life

 Where we think life might occur in the universe depends on how we 
define what we mean by life. 
 Simple/unicellular life – sludge

 Probably pretty common

 Complex/multicellular life
 Considerable disagreement

 Drake’s hypothesis/equation – Common

 Rare Earth hypothesis – Very Rare

Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 Drs. Frank Drake and Carl Sagan
 Astronomers

 A product of SETI
 Looking for intelligent life

 Define intelligent as capable of constructing a radio telescope. 

 How likely is intelligent life in the galaxy? 

 Primarily a physical explanation 
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Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 N = Number of intelligent species in the galaxy.
 R* = Rate of star formation in our galaxy. 
 fp = Proportion of stars with planets
 ne = Average number of planets per star capable of supporting 

life. 
 fl = Proportion of life-capable planets that do develop life.
 fi = Proportion of life-supporting planets that do develop intelligent 

life.
 fc = Proportion of intelligent life that choose to communicate. 
 L = Average lifetime of intelligent species. 

Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 R*
 Rate of star formation in our galaxy.

 Pretty good agreement on this

 Estimated at 10 new stars per year

 Current best estimate: 6 new stars per year
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Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 fp
 Proportion of stars with planets

 No other stars were known to have planets when the equation was 
developed. 

 Estimated at 0.50

 More recently planets have been detected around several stars –
though none suitable for life.

Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 ne
 Average number of planets per star capable of supporting life.

 Estimated from observation of our solar system

 Mars with might be inhabitable if it were larger (thicker atmosphere –
greenhouse effect)

 Estimated at 2.0
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Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 fl
 Proportion of life-capable planets that do develop life.

 Estimated from observation of our solar system

 Estimated 1 

 Others have argued that this value should be lower (0.10) based on 
characteristics of stars. 

Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 fi 
 Proportion of life-supporting planets that do develop intelligent life.

 Wild guess

 Estimated at 0.01

 Others have argued that this value should be lower (1X10-7) based on 
characteristics of orbits. 
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Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 fc 
 Proportion of intelligent life that choose to communicate. 

 Wild guess

 Estimated at 0.01

Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 L 
 Average lifetime of intelligent species.

 Wild guess

 Estimated at 10,000 years

 Can be estimated with our own ability to communicate at this level – 73 
years. 

 Can be estimated by the lifetime of prior earthly civilizations
 420 years overall

 304 years for “modern civilizations”
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Drake Equation/Hypothesis

 Estimates of the number of communicating species in the galaxy.
 Original – 10

 Range: 1- millions (depending on parameters used) 

 Current “conservative” – 400

 Probably is not science (not falsifiable with current technology) but 
may have some heuristic value for scientists. 

xkcd
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Basic Philosophy of Science

 Copernican principle 
 Mediocrity principle

 One of the most important ideas in philosophy and science

 Response to geocentrism

 There is nothing special about where or when you live. 

 Similar to conflict between catastrophism and gradualism later in the 
semester. 

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Drs. Peter Ward and Donald Brownlee
 Paleontologist and Astronomer

 Largely a response to the Drake Equation. 
 Complex life as opposed to intelligent life. 
 Primarily a historical explanation 

 What factors were important in the develop of complex life on Earth? 
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Many stars are not likely to support complex life. 
 Where in the galaxy the star occurs. 

 Close to the center of the galaxy
 Stars are much denser.  Nova are common. 

 High amounts of X-ray and gamma ray radiation.

 Disrupted orbits of planets.

 At the edge of the galaxy the metal content is very low.

 Galactic habitable zone is ring.

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Orbit of the star around the galactic center
 Stars that have an eccentric orbit will move closer the center. Need a 

circular orbit. 

 Only 5-10% (10-40 billion) of the stars are in the galactic habitable zone 
and have appropriate orbits. 
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Many stars are not likely to support complex life. 
 Not all stars are equal

 Solar habitable zone
 Region in which water could exists in liquid form. 

 Depends on atmosphere of planet. (Earth 40º C warmer)

 Changes during lifetime of star 

 For Sol 0.95-1.15 AU

 Only 3% of Milky Way stars could have a habitable zone. 

 New research examined the amount of ultraviolet radiation produced by a star (some 
needed to support life too much would sterilize planets)

 Habitable zone is narrower than described above. 

 Only 1.5% of Milky Way stars could have a habitable zone (metallicity, temperature, 
and ultraviolet).

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Size
 Large stars emit lots of ultraviolet radiation. (F-O)

 Large stars are short-lived (F-O)

 Small stars habitable zone is closer and narrower. (K-M) 

 Tidal locking planets

 Solar flares

 90% of all stars

 Only 5% of stars are an appropriate size
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Many planetary systems will not be conducive to complex life. 
 Need small rocky planets in the habitable zone. 

 Concentration of metals and silica
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Need gas giant planets well outside the habitable zone
 Ejects asteroids to Kuiper belt or Oort cloud equivalent

 Minimizes asteroids bombardment of inner planets. 

 Gas giants near the habitable zone will disrupt the orbit of other planets. 

 Too many gas giants or too large a gas giant will disrupt the orbits of other 
planets. 

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Many planets will not be conducive to complex life.
 A planet that is too small will not be able to maintain its atmosphere. 

 Mars

 The temperatures on the planet become more variable as the atmosphere 
thins. 

 Water freezes 

 Water evaporates (and then can be lost with the rest of the atmosphere)
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 A small planet will also cool faster 
 No plate tectonics – cycling of nutrients greatly slowed. 

 If a planet is much larger than the Earth, it will attract more bolides wich 
would increase the extinction rate. 

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Planet may need a large satellite for complex life to evolve. 
 Moon

 Probably the result of collision (Mars-sized object). 
 Tilt of axis

 No tilt no seasonal variation (evolutionary impetus)

 Too much tilt and seasons will vary too much. 

 Rotational speed 

 Earth rotates much faster than it should

 Reduces daily variation in temperature

 Makes photosynthesis a viable option. 

 Initiate plate tectonics (?)
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Tidal forces
 Evolutionary 

 Acts on tectonic plates also

 Stabilizes the tilt of the Earth’s axis

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Planet may need a strong magnetic field to be conducive to 
complex life. 
 The Earth’s magnetic field protects the surface from much of the 

harmful solar and cosmic radiation. 
 Magnetic field the result of spinning of the Earth’s molten core.

 Core is molten because of heat from radioactive decay

 Importance of metals (core – iron, radioactive energy – uranium, thorium, 
and potassium)
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Other factors that may be important to the development of 
complex life
 Plate tectonics

 Atmospheric chemistry
 Greenhouse gases

 Protection from UV radiation

 Evolutionary pumps 
 Mass extinctions events of appropriate size

 Bolide impacts

 Avoid global glaciation

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis
 N* – Number of stars in the galaxy 
 ne – Average number of planets in a star’s habitable zone
 fg – Proportion of stars in galactic habitable zone
 fp – Proportion of stars with planets
 Fpm – Proportion of rocky or metallic planets
 fi – Proportion of planets where simple life evolves
 Fc – Proportion of planets where complex life evolves
 fl – Proportion of planet’s lifespan where complex life is present.
 fm – Proportion of planets with large satellite 
 fj – Proportion of planets with gas giants
 fme – Proportion of planets with appropriate extinction events.
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Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 No attempt has been made to estimate all of the parameters.  
However, order of magnitude estimations suggest 1 or fewer(?) 
planets in the galaxy with complex life. 
 Intelligent life would be even rarer

Digression within A 
Digression
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Not Just Space – Time Too

 Early in the universe there would be too little metal for life and the 
universe was very violent. 

 Late in the universe there will not be enough radioactive elements 
left to maintain a liquid core. 

 Recent conjecture suggests that we might be quite early. 
 Sufficient materials for terrestrial planets were not available until 8 bya. 

 Universe is estimated to be 13.8 billion years old

 Stability of stars relative to their mass. 
 Big stars in the past – short-lived and unstable
 Smaller stars in the future – long-lived and stable – longer sample size to allow 

for life.  

Rare Earth Equation/Hypothesis

 Criticisms 
 Tied very closely to how life evolved on Earth

 n=1, df=0

 Maybe all there is – no larger sample size might be possible

 Limited to definitions of life we would see on Earth

 Probably is not science (not falsifiable with current technology) but 
may have some heuristic value for scientists. 
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Anthropic Principle

 Weak Anthropic Principle
 Our time and place in the universe is special to the extent that it allows 

for observers (Us). 

 Tautology 

Anthropic Principle

 Strong Anthropic Principle
 The universe must be such (fundamental physical parameters) as to 

allow observers within it at some stage. 

 Confuses cause and effect. 
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Anthropic Principle

 Self Sampling Anthropic Principle
 The conditional probability of finding yourself in a location and time 

compatible with your existence is always 1. 

xkcd


